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...but like a child.
Director of Education at the Center for Reducing Health Disparities
Director of Cultural Competency and Professionalism
Director of Medical Student Education in Psychiatry
Let your dreams and values be your compass, headwinds be your opportunity, and you likely be headed the right way.

“You know less than you knew as a medical student, and now you are a doctor.”
Be the calm in the storm,

Be the shield for your patients and community,

Don’t take the microphone.
But don’t lose your ability to speak community
Being wrong is sometimes the rightest thing.
Diversity Drives Excellence

Other Tips

- Stand for justice and practice integrity before you practice politics
- Be transparent and consistent
- Be flexible and a team player, but communicate your interests
- Make room behind and in front of you for others because it is never about you!

The Three Pillars of Happiness